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We describe a prototype of a new user interface for the Monte Carlo neutron optics simula- 
tion program MCLIB. At this point in its development the interface allows the user to define 
an instrument as a set of predefined instrument elements. The user can specify the intrinsic 
parameters of each element, its position and orientation. The interface then writes output to 
the MCLIB package and starts the simulation. The present prototype is an early develop- 
ment stage of a comprehensive Monte Carlo simulations package that will serve as a tool for 
the design, optimization and assessment of performance of new neutron scattering instru- 
ments. It will be an important tool for understanding the efficacy of new source designs in 
meeting the needs of these instruments. 

1. Motivation 
The process of designing new, advanced neutron sources, or even upgrading present sources, 
must start with the identification of an instrument suite to address the scientific and technical 
issues likely to be important in the future. The job of designing the instrument suite and neu- 
tron source involves extensive collaboration between instrument designers and target-modera- 
tor-reflector-shield system designers. The collaboration must start at an early stage of the fa- 
cility design if the facility is to be properly optimized and its potentials fully realized. 
As with any optimization the instrument suite and source design is an iterative process at 
several interact@ levels, and there are important compromises at each level that must be as- 
sessed. For example, each instrument must be optimized to its resolution, intensity and 
measurement domain requirements, and the source must be optimized and matched to these 
needs. At a higher level conflicts need to be resolved between instruments that share modera- 
tors and even between instruments that are on different moderators on the same target. 
New instrument and source designs should advance the state of the art, beyond the limits 
where we have operational experience. Thus, in order carry through the task of facility design 
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a means must be provided to predict instrument performance at each stage of the process. 

make modification to correct mistakes difficult, if not impossible. 
Computational assessment of instrument performance requires the calculation of complex in- 
tegrals, which are currently best handled using Monte Carlo integration. The implementation 
of this technique requires detailed modeling of the neutron optics of the instrument elements, 
of the scattering laws of the sample and of detectors. The production of code for any one in- 
strument is quite a considerable undertaking. The development of modular code libraries to 
simulate the different instrument elements makes the task considerably easier, as the instru- 
ment designer can string elements together to produce the needed code. This is the approach 
used in the modular instrument element Monte Carlo library, MCLIB, described in another 
contribution in this volume [l]. MCLIB is based on the MCLIB Monte Carlo library devel- 
oped at the Rutherford Laboratory [2J. This library has been used extensively at Los Alamos 
to design, optimize and simulate instrument performance of SANS [3-61, neutron reflectome- 
ters [7] and chopper spectrometers [8]. 
The use of this package still requires considerable hand coding to simulate an instrument. 
Clearly, if research on instrument performance is to be done quickly and effectively, tools 
must be provided to the instrument designer that will allow him or her to understand the per- 
formance of an instrument design, and optimize the design quickly and accurately. This is es- 
sential in the development of effective procedures to optimize the instrument with the source 
and deal with issues that occur in designing the instrument suite. Thus we need to go one level 
further to provide a simulations package that will remove altogether the need for the end user 
to do coding. This implies that a user interface be written that will allow a user to build an 
instrument flom predefined instrument elements, and specify the size, shape and position of 
these elements using simple dialog boxes. The user interface should allow the end user to con- 
trol the operation of the simulation, then display data. The interface should also provide data 
assessment capabilities as well. Such an interface would not only be useable as a tool for in- 
strument design, but also would be valuable in modeling for data analysis once the instrument 
is built, as instrument effects would be accurately included in the scattering simulations. 
Our interest at Los Alamos in developing a simulations tool is driven by the need to under- 
stand instrument performance with different neutron source designs, to guide us in the design 
of new SPSS and LPSS facilities, and to understand the relative merits of instruments built for 
each kind of source. We see such a tool as being invaluable in coming to a consensus as what 
neutron scattering facilities should be built. 

This is all the more important, as once the facility is built cost, inaccessibility and shear size ' I  
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2. Approach 

2.1. Basic Requirements 

The basic features that must be present in the simulations package is that the user interface be 
easy to use and that it be interactive. The simulations must be fast to assure reasonable turn 
around times so that the instrument parameter space can be completely probed. Finally the 
system needs to be open. This k a l  criterion implies the specification of standards to which 
others can write and thus make contributions to the program. In this report we address only 
certain aspects of the user interface, but the design strategy takes into account the other essen- 
tial aspects that must be present in the entire system. 



' 2.2 Packhge Design Philosophy: 
n *  

In order to meet the needs of an easy to maintain, easy to use interactive user intaface we use 
the object oriented paradigm. However, there are considerable drawbacks in run time overhead 
that would strongly impact performance if the entire Monte Carlo package were developed 
using this approach. Modern FORTRAN compilers produce highly optimized code for 
highly efficient and fast numerical calculations. Thus we choose a hybrid approach where the 
user interface is written in a language designed to support object oriented programming, Small- 
talk, and the high performance part of the code is Written in FORTRAN. The user intedace 
defines the overall architectwe of the package, provides for library management and supports 
the graphical interface. The interface thus functions to manage the difference modules of the 
FORTRAN code. This approach also allows us to use the considerable development in in- 
strument simulations that has already been done in MCLIB [l]. 

2.3 The Architecture of the User Inteface: 

An instrument is an ordered set of elements, such as a source, a collimator, choppers, a sample 
and detecton. The elements operate on a neutron, in turn, in the Monte Carlo simulation. It 
is the function of the interface to allow the end user to define an instrument by specifyins the 
instrument elements the element intrinsic properties positions and orientations and transfer 
this information to the simulation code. How this idormation is used and the internal archi- 
tecture of the Monte Carlo simulation package can be found in reference [l]. These functions 
of the user interface are carried out by four managers as shown in Fig. 1. 

Solution Approach - Overall Architecture 

Figurel: 0verallarcbitecturcoftheuserintet.Eacandrelationshipsd 
the managers with one another, the users and the simulation 
code. 
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The end user creates and manages the instruments using the Instrument Manager (Fig. 1). The 
instrument manager allows the user to define an instrument as a set of elements, chosen fiom a 
predefined element list. The instrument elements themselves are created and mmaged thor- 
ough the Element Manager (Fig. 1). The Element Manager allows the end user to select fiom 
a set of predefined instrument elements, specifl the intrinsic parametem of the element (for 
example the radius of an aperture), and the extrinsic parameten (position and orientation). 



Figure 2: The Instrument Browser. 

The interaction between the two 
managers and the end user is 
through the Instrument Browser 
(Fig. 2). 

The instrument elements them- 
selves are defined through the 
Element Types Manager (Fig. 1). 
This manager allows the expert 
user to create, define and manage 
element types through the Ele- 
ment Type Browser (Fig. 3). 
The physics model for an ele- 
ment is encoded in an MCLIB 
module [l], and this manager de- 
fines the element for the user in- 
terface and provides a means for 
specifying the surfaces and re- 
gions that define the element, as 
well as the intrinsic parameters 
that are needed to completely 
suecifv the surfaces rll. This 

Figure 3: The Element Type Browser. elements and their arrangement in 
the instrument [ 13. 

3. Futurework 

The present geometry interface is an early prototype in the development of a comprehensive 
package for instrument design. Future work will expand on the capabilities of the user inter- 
face to control execution of the Monte Carlo simulation and provide facility for the display 
and assessment of results. The next prototype of the package will also provide for a graphical 



representation of the hstruments. We plan to investigate the generation of highly optimized 
FORTRAN code by the Run Manager as a strategy toward improving the runtime speed and 
efficiency of the simulation. 
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